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Figura 1.2: Profilo della dose depositata in acqua da ioni di Carbonio di 200
e 270 MeV/u e da fotoni prodotti dalla diseccitazione del 60Co e dall’acce-
lerazione di elettroni in un LINAC (Linear Accelerator). Risulta evidente
che l’utilizzo di fasci di Carbonio della giusta energia consente di rilascia-
re la maggior parte della dose sulla zona di interesse, risparmiando le aree
limitrofe.

Figura 1.3: Profilo della ionizzazione dell’acqua per il passaggio di diversi
fasci di 12C. La profondità del picco aumenta con l’energia iniziale del fascio.
Il rapporto fra la dose del picco e quella di entrata decresce gradualmente a
causa della diminuzione esponenziale del flusso di ioni primari. La larghezza
dei picchi di Bragg aumenta per via delle maggiori fluttuazioni statistiche
della perdita di energia per ionizzazione delle particelle (e↵etto straggling).
Si notano inoltre delle code dopo i picchi attribuibili ai frammenti nucleari
prodotti dall’interazione del fascio primario con il bersaglio.
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Tumor treatment with radiation/particle 

Cecilia Voena 

Radiotherapy       photons 

Hadrontherapy       protons, carbon ions... 

Main difference is shape of dose release (dose=dE/dm) 

Maximum at 
the end of 
the range: 
the Bragg  
peak 

maximum at  
2-3cm depth 
then 
exponential 
decrease 
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Figure 2.4: Comparison between desired dose profile (a), photon therapy with a single
field (b), proton therapy (c) and carbon ion therapy (d) for a given tumor volume (pink) in
proximity to an OAR (yellow). A higher conformity to target volume can be achieved with
protons or carbon ions and, at the same time, the OAR receives a much lower dose with
respect to photon therapy.

be obtained from equation (1.10). Hence, targets with heavy elements will cause a
larger angular spread than light elements with the same thickness. In general the
angular spread of heavy charged particles is small for thin targets, but as the energy
decreases it becomes more significant due to the �pc term in the denominator of
(1.10). Considering two different beams with the same range (e.g. 150 MeV protons
and 285 MeV/u carbon ions with R = 15.6 cm) a lateral spread three times larger
can be observed for protons. In general, two different contributions to the overall de-
flection can be distinguished: the scattering from the materials in front of the patient
(beam pipe exit window, external beam monitors, collimators, compensators and air),
and the scattering inside patient tissues, between the entry channel and the stopping
depth. While the former is dominant at low energies, where even a small angular
spread translates in a significant deflection (considering the typical traveling distance
of 0.5÷1.0 m), the latter dominates at high energies, where the penetration depth in
the patient increases. For all the aforementioned reasons, and especially for protons,
the material in the beam path in front of the patient should be minimized. Examples
of Monte Carlo calculations of lateral beam spread for protons and carbon ions are
reported in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7.

Radiotherapy vs Hadrontherapy 

Cecilia Voena 

Radiotherapy 
- Used for ~60% of patiens 
  (also together with surgery) 
- "Easy" but implies large doses  
  to healty tissues 
- Problems with radioresistent 
  tumors and close to critical 
  organs 

Hadrontherapy 
- Localized energy distribution 
  spares healthy tissues 
- Great efficiency in killing cells 
- Needs more sophisticated  
  facilities 

Spread Out Bragg Peak 
(more beams combined) 
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Radiotherapy vs Hadrontherapy 

•  Combination of many radiation fields allows improving the  
    performances for localized tumors and preserve healty tissues 
•  The combination of few proton fields is extremely powerful in 
    preserving healty tissues 

Photon 2 fields Photon 5 fields Proton 3 fields 

Cecilia Voena 
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Proton vs Carbon beams 

•  Protons suffer more multiple scattering but are less affected  
    by fragmentation 
 
•  Carbon ions have reduced multiple scattering but more 
    fragmentation. More efficient in killing cells (higher ionization  
    density), more effective in hypoxic  tumors. 
    Drawback: need bigger facilities 

Cecilia Voena 

Carbon ions Protons 
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Particle Theraphy in Europe 

CNAO-Pavia 
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Heidelberg 
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Clatterbridge 

ATreP 

S.Petersburg 

Moscow 

Berlin 

Med Austron 
September 22nd 2011 
start clinical activity. 

                      carbon ions therapy 
proton therapy 
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Dose monitoring in particle therapy 

•  Together with improving precision of hadrontherapy  
in tumor irradiation comes the necessity of new dose 
release monitoring technique:  
 
- cannot exploit trasmitted beam as in radiotherapy 
 
- can exploit secondary particles produced in the  
  interactions of the beam within the patient 
 
- stringent requirements due to space constraints in 
  treatment room 
 
- should provide feedback "on-line" 
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Dose monitoring in particle therapy 

β+ emitters results 
in 2 back-to-back 
photons with  
E=511 keV 
 
prompt photons 
emitted in nuclear 
de-excitation 
E<10 MeV 
 
charged particles(p) 
produced in nuclear 
fragmentation 
E<200MeV 

Particle 
Beam!

511 keV!

511 keV!

prompt!

charged  
particles!

neutron!

Point production is correlated  
with Bragg peak! 
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γ from β+ emitters 

•  β+ produced in de-excitation of isotopes (11C,15O..)  
•  Can use PET (Positron Emission Tomography) technique 
    to detect the two photons 

•  Spatial constraints in  
treatment room prevent  
standard PET 
 
•  Offline PET can be used, 
but metabolic wash out 
deteriorates resolution 
 
•  In-beam solutions under  
R&D 

Cecilia Voena 

The activity emission shape is 
correlated with dose ditribution  

Geant simulation!
Figure 1: (a) Dose distributions as functions of water-equivalent depth estimated with the
GEANT MC for 279.2 MeV 12

C nuclei in water (solid-line histogram), PMMA (dashed his-
togram) and bone (dotted histogram). Experimental data for depth dose distributions in PMMA
are shown by points [1]. (b) Distributions of positron-emitting nuclei produced in these materials
as a function of water-equivalent depth [1].

tissue in comparison to the standard X-ray based treatment [2]. On the other hand, the
higher spatial selectivity of hadrontherapy asks for a dedicated approach to the delivered
dose monitoring.

The uncertainty on the position of the dose release in hadrontherapy treatment can
be due to di↵erent factors, i.e. quality and calibration of the Computed Tomography
(CT) images, possible morphologic changes occurring between CT and treatment, patient
mis-positioning and organ motion during the treatment itself. All these e↵ects give an
overall uncertainty of the order of few millimeters, that can be larger than the dimension
of the dose release spot at the Bragg peak.

Several methods have been developed to determine the Bragg peak position by ex-
ploiting the secondary particle production induced by the charged hadron beam, and
among these one of the most promising is the PET-like technique: the collinear 511 keV
photons produced by positrons annihilation from �+ emitters created by the beam are
measured. The relationship between the �+ emitters densities and the dose release has
been studied with Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. The measure-
ment of the rates of such emitters can also provide precise monitoring of the dose, which
is in turn essential for a good quality control of the treatment. This technique has already
been developed with measurements both after the irradiation [3, 4] and on-beam [5, 6].

2
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Prompt Photons 

Cecilia Voena 

•  Advantage: more abundant than other secondaries 
•  Disadvantages: 
    - High background due to neutrons 
    - Not easy back-pointing γ direction, can take profit by     
      SPECT technique but energy range (1-10MeV) not        
      favorable. R&D in progress  

A.Ferrari and FLUKA collaboration !
(73 MeV/u C ion)!

- Flux and spectrum measured 
  at different energy and angle e.g: 
  200MeV/u 12C beam (GSI, Germany) 

photon production 
Bragg peak 

Φγ (E > 2MeV@60o ) = (6.59± 0.22stat ±1.07syst )×10
−3sr−1

Φγ (E > 2MeV@90o ) = (7.39± 0.38stat ±1.27syst )×10
−3sr−1

Φγ (E > 2MeV@120o ) = (5.02± 0.24stat ±1.34syst )×10
−3sr−1

Under preparation: “Precise measurement of prompt photon 
emission from 220 MeV/u carbon ion beam irradiation” 
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Charged particles 

Cecilia Voena 

•  Protons, deutons, tritium...  
•  Advantages: 
    Detection efficiency very high and can be easily backtracked 
•  Disadvantages: there is an escape threshold (50-100MeV)  
    they are not so many especially  for proton beams 

L.Piersanti et al. “Measurement of charged 
 particles yields from PMMA irradiated by  
220 MeV/ u 12C beam” PMB 59 (2014) 1857-1872 

GSI	  measurement	  Measured	  emission	  profile	  (12C	  @PMMA)	  

L.	  Piersanti	  et	  al.	  Phys.	  Med.	  Biol.	  59	  1857	  	  

Φp(ΩLYSO )θ=60o = (8.78± 0.07stat ± 0.64syst )×10
−3sr−1

Φd (ΩLYSO )θ=60o = (3.71± 0.04stat ± 0.37syst )×10
−3sr−1

Φt (ΩLYSO )θ=60o = (0.91± 0.01stat ± 0.21syst )×10
−3sr−1

Φp(ΩLYSO )θ=90o = (1.83± 0.02stat ± 0.14syst )×10
−3sr−1

Φd (ΩLYSO )θ=90o = (0.78± 0.01stat ± 0.09syst )×10
−3sr−1

Φt (ΩLYSO )θ=90o = (0.128± 0.005stat ± 0.028syst )×10
−3sr−1
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The dose profiler project 

Cecilia Voena 

•  Dual-mode detector for measurement of both charged  
    particles and prompt photons 
•  Part of INSIDE project which foresees 
    also a PET detector 
•  Designed to be installed in CNAO 
    treatment rooms Dose profiler 

at 60° to  
maximize flux 

PET-heads 
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The dose profiler design 

TRACKER!

•  6 fiber planes X+Y BFC-12 scintillator 0.5mm thick with 2cm  
    pitch, area of 19x19cm2 , readout with SiPM 
•  2 pairs of plastic scintillators (electron absorber) 6mm thick  
    (each) with SiPM readout 

L.	  Piersanti	  et	  al.	  Phys.	  Med.	  Biol.	  59	  1857	  	  
L.	  Piersanti	  et	  al.	  Phys.	  Med.	  Biol.	  59	  1857	  	  
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The dose profiler design 

CALORIMETER!

•  4x4 LYSO crystals matrices, 16x16 pixel (3mmx3mmx2cm) 
    read out by multianode PMTs 
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Dose profiler principle 

￼!

p!

Secondary charged 
particles!

Prompt photons!

ɣ!

ɣ’!

e-!

•  Charged particles cross all layers 
•  Prompt photons back-traced by reconstructing Compton 
    interaction    

Cecilia Voena 
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Dose profiler realization status 

Cecilia Voena 

November, 17th 2014              -  Novel particle physics applications in medicine @INFN Roma -                             Michela Marafini  ! ￼!

Mechanic structure!

1st assembled layer!

SiPM readout electronics!

Complete simulation (FLUKA) and reconstruction software have  
been developed to optimize design and estimate perfomances 
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Selezione!di!Protoni!
separazione!fra!protoni!ed!evenJ!Compton!da!fotoni!prompt!IV!

"  Deposito!di!energia!sul!calorimetro!

Taglio:(E(>(7(MeV(
(
!

Efficienza(Compton(=(0,083%(
!

Efficienza(protoni(

Charged particles reconstruction 

Cecilia Voena 

ICRU Brain"

ICRU cortical bone"

10 cm" 20 cm"
Simulation: protons of  
different energies and  
depths 
 
E= 90-250 MeV 
depth = 25cm or 30cm 
from dose profiler 

Reconstruction efficiency 
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Ricostruzione!dei!Protoni!
risoluzione!spaziale!sul!punto!di!produzione!

proton!!reco!direcJon!

proton!
true!direcJon!!!

•  In!un!Jpico!tra9amento!≈!560!protoni/fe9a!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!risoluzione(tot(≈!0,3(mm(

I(protoni(consentono(di(ricostruire(il(picco(di(
Bragg(con(maggiore(precisione!(

Δx(protoni(125(MeV(

Risoluzione(coordinata(x(protoni(

Charged particles reconstruction 

Cecilia Voena 

ICRU Brain"

ICRU cortical bone"

10 cm" 20 cm"
Simulation: protons of  
different energies and  
depths 
 
E= 90-250 MeV 
depth = 25cm or 30cm 
from dose profiler 

Spatial resolution on point of origin 
(single proton) 

Extrapolating to a realistic  
treatement (for a single 
slice, dose= 2Gy/fraction)  
the expected global resolution  
is ~0.4mm 

Preliminary 
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Prompt photon reconstruction 

Cecilia Voena 

Simulation: prompt photons with 
measured spectrum 
isotropic in detector acceptance 
 

14!

Ricostruzione!dei!Fotoni!Prompt!
risoluzione!spaziale!sul!punto!di!produzione!

•  1(milione!di!fotoni!prompt!!!!!!!!!risoluzione!
tot!≈!2(mm(

(
•  In!un!Jpico!tra9amento!(4!Gy!su!una!fe9a!

di!tumore!spessa!5!mm)!≈!!
!!!!!!!≈!60,000!fotoni!prompt/fe9a(

Δx(fotoni(prompt(

photon!!reco!direcJon!

photon!
true!direcJon!!!

Entries=!1925!
!

RMS!≈!9!cm!

tumore!

fe9a!

Emax(

Emin(

risoluzione(tot(≈(8(mm(

Expected resolution 
for a typical  
treatment 
~8mm 

Preliminary 
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Fig. 4. Expected prompt photon spectrum from neutron irradiation of the
natural admixtrure of Ni obtained by convoluting the nuclear activation lines
as tabulated in Ref. [6] and convolving them with the expected resolution.

also compares this calibration with the one corresponding to
Ref. [3] and no significant change is observed.
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Fig. 5. Observed spectrum with an AmBe source when a nickel rod is
interposed (full orange line) and when it is not (dashed blue line). Fits to
both spectra as described in the text are superimposed. In the case of the
spectrum with nickel, the Gaussian signals from the structure expected at
8.8 MeV (dotted purple line) and its escape (dashed-dotted green line) are
shown.

II. SIMULATION

Measurements are compared with the 2013.1.0 version of
the Monte Carlo code FLUKA [5]. The predefined default
’PRECISIO’ is used for the simulation. With this default,
transport options are selected to enable electromagnetic show-
ers, Rayleigh scattering and inelastic form factor corrections
for Compton scatterings with Compton profiles activated, full
analog absorption for low-energy neutrons and restricted ion-
ization fluctuations. A detailed treatment of the photoelectric
edge and fluorescence photons is also activated. Thermal
neutrons are transported down to 10

�5 eV; other particles are
transported down to 100 keV. Delta-ray production threshold
is set to 100 keV. Tabulation ratio for hadron and muon dp/dx
is set to 1.04; fractional kinetic energy loss per step is set to
0.05.

The beam is simulated as a cylindrical mono-directional
source with a 0.75 cm lateral radius, located 25 cm away from
the target’s nearest face. The geometry has been simplified

to reproduce the basic elements, target and LY SO detector,
which have been described in detail. In order to reduce the
contribution of neutrons to the final spectra, a 5 ns time cut
card has been applied, filtering the particles by their time of
arrival from the beam exit to the detector. Such value is able
to reduce drastically the neutron background. The absence
of time structure in the simulation makes it unnecessary to
locate a minimum time of flight, as there is no chance of
contamination from previous pulses.

We simulate 6 · 10

8 impinging carbon ions. To increase
the statistics of the results, the detector, made of four LYSO
crystals, is virtually replicated in a ring centered in the target
and with axis parallel to the beam, with no possible cross
detection between detectors. At the distance from the target
to detector (74cm) the distribution of particles is practically
isotropic, so the energy deposition in the replicas is summed
up to obtain the gamma energy spectra. The replication is taken
into account when normalizing to data statistics. Counts in the
scintillator are recorded with a DETECT card, which scores
energy deposition on an event by event basis, using a 0.2 MeV
binning, to match the experimental data. The scored counts are
then folded with the intrinsic resolution of the LY SO crystal
as determined in Sec. I.

III. RESULTS

Fig. 6 shows the comparison between the prompt photon
energy spectrum after calibration and the FLUKA simulation.
As it is clear from Fig. 2, the new calibration procedure
has confirmed the original calibration and therefore the data
spectrum is fully consistent with the published one (Fig. 1).

As far as the simulation is concerned, in our previous
publication GEANT showed a discrepancy both in the nor-
malization (a 130% excess in simulation) and in the spectrum,
in particular in the relative content of the 4.4 MeV line with
respect to the rest of the spectrum. The FLUKA simulation
reduces the excess in normalization to ⇠ 40%, and matches
the data well as far as the fraction of 4.4MeV photons is
concerned. In this respect we have studied the composition of
the spectrum. The main structure in Fig. 6 is around 4 MeV
and it is due to the 12C⇤, 11C⇤ and 11B⇤ lines, mixed as a
consequence of the resolution of the detector. In Fig. 7 the
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Bellini et al. Nucl.Instrum.Meth. A745 (2014) 114-118  
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(single photon) 
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Particle "identification" 

￼!

•  Exploit different energy release in the calorimeter 

19!

Selezione!di!Protoni!
separazione!fra!protoni!ed!evenJ!Compton!da!fotoni!prompt!IV!

"  Deposito!di!energia!sul!calorimetro!

Taglio:(E(>(7(MeV(
(
!

Efficienza(Compton(=(0,083%(
!

Efficienza(protoni(

Deposit of Energy on the calorimeter 
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Conclusions 

Cecilia Voena 

•  Particle therapy is very effective in curing localized tumors 
    (expecially radio-resistent tumors)  preserving surrounding 
    healty tissues 
 
•  On-line dose monitoring is curcial to improve performances: 
 
•  Secondary particles coming out from the patient can  
    be exploited 

•  A dual-mode dose-profiler is under construction to 
    detect prompt photons and charged particles 
    (part of INSIDE project that includes also 2 PET heads) 
 
•  Test in treatment room at CNAO forseen end of 2016 
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Backup 

Cecilia Voena 
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Secondary particles: measurements���

￼!

The fluxes of secondary particles are largely unknown: 
MonteCarlo simulation not reliable => need of measurements  

•  PET Photons!

•  Prompt Photons!

•  Fragmentation!

 flux and profile for different energies: !

•  80 MeV/u 12C beam!

•  102,125,144 MeV/u 4He beam!
 flux and spectrum for different energies: !

•  80, 220 MeV/u 12C beam!

•  50-300 MeV/u 16O beam!

•  50-300 MeV/u 4He beam!

60o, 90o,120o!

 flux and spectrum for different energies: !

•  80, 220 MeV/u 12C beam!

•  50-300 MeV/u 16O beam!

•  50-300 MeV/u 4He beam!

60o, 90o!

(charged particles)! 0o,5o,10o20o,30o!
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The INSIDE Project�

￼!

INnovative Solutions 
for In-beam DosimEtry 

in Hadrontherapy�

PRIN MIUR 
2010-2011 

-2010P98A75 !

INFN RDH 
project!

Centro Fermi 
project!
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